q feature: THE PRODUCTION COMPANY
Jeanne Pratt AC, Chairman of The Production Company, has announced her Company's 21st Season
comprising three musicals. This new season will feature two Australian premieres: David Bowie's
LAZARUS and RAGTIME as well as the all time Broadway favourite, Thoroughly Modern Millie.
LAZARUS was David Bowie's final project and was first staged in New York in 2015. It's a ground breaking music theatre work
featuring eighteen David Bowie songs including Changes, Heroes and Absolute Beginners. Inspired by the Walter Tevis novel, The
Man Who Fell to Earth, LAZARUS is about an alien Thomas Newton, as he remains on earth, unable to die. We follow him during
the course of a few days when the arrival of another lost soul might finally set him free. David Bowie co-wrote Lazarus with Enda
Walsh who also wrote the book for the award winning musical, Once.
LAZARUS is presented by arrangement with Robert Fox and Jones Tintoretto Entertainment and in association with Mene Mene
Theatre.
It’s the height of the jazz age in the roaring 20’s, and small-town girl Millie Dillmount has just arrived in New York City, ready to make
her dreams come true. Millie’s plan is simple: find a job as a secretary for an eligible bachelor, and then marry him. It doesn’t take
long for Millie’s “thoroughly modern” plan to go awry.
The winner of six Tony Awards including Best Musical, THOROUGHLY MODERN MILLIE is based on the 1967 Academy Awardwinning film and was Broadway’s most awarded new show in 2002. Songs include Not For The Life of Me, Thoroughly Modern
Millie, Forget About the Boy and Gimme Gimme.
At the dawn of a new century everything is changing.. .and anything is possible. Set in the melting pot of New York, three distinctly
American tales are woven together - that of a stifled upper-class wife, a determined Jewish immigrant, Tateh and the daring young
Harlem musician, Coalhouse Walker Jr. and his fiancee, Sarah. Together they confront history’s timeless contradictions of wealth and
poverty, freedom and prejudice and what it means to live in 20th Century America.
The winner of the 1998 Tony Awards for Best Score, Book and Orchestrations, and both the Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle
Awards for Best Musical and Best Score, RAGTIME is filled with pageantry, emotion and hope. The score draws on many musical
styles: the ragtime rhythms of Harlem and Tin Pan Alley, the klezmer of the Lower East Side, brass band marches and delicate
waltzes, from up-tempo banjo tunes and expansive anthems. A truly unique and powerful portrait of America, RAGTIME is sure to
inspire.
For more information and bookings, go to www.artscentremelbourne.com.au or call 1300 182 183

